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INTRODUCTION

President Obama recently warned that “foreign governments, criminal syndicates and lone individuals are probing our financial, energy and public safety systems every day” and that “in a future conflict, an adversary unable to match our military supremacy on the battlefield might seek to exploit our computer vulnerabilities here at home.” Until recently, the technical challenges of identifying and exploiting U.S. computer vulnerabilities impeded all but the most powerful of nations from acquiring such capabilities. These impediments have vanished. Now, criminals, terrorists, and rogue nations can simply buy what they need in a booming online market for the most dangerous exploits of all: weaponized “Øday” exploits.

A Øday is a software vulnerability that is unknown to the computer user and software manufacturer. The idea is that the software manufacturer has “zero days” to remedy the vulnerability if a hacker discovers it first and exploits it to gain unauthorized access to computer systems. Such Øday exploits can also be weaponized: they can be modified to not only gain access to but also to disrupt, disable, or destroy computer networks and their components. Armed with weaponized Øday exploits, attackers have launched cyber operations such as the “Flame” cyber strikes against Middle Eastern nations and the “Aurora” operation against Dow Chemical, Northrup Grumman, and other major U.S. corporations. These highly publicized attacks have provided a marketing bonanza for companies that openly sell Øday exploits on the web, often in weaponized form, and brag about the effectiveness of their products.


CURBING THE MARKET FOR CYBER WEAPONS

Criminals buy and use weaponized Oday exploits to steal passwords, intellectual property, and other data through computer exploitation attacks. Terrorists or rogue nations can also use weaponized Oday exploits to pose a still greater threat: that of targeting the applications layer of the industrial control systems on which the U.S. electric grid and other critical infrastructure sectors depend. Eric Rosenbach, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Cyber Policy, recently highlighted the implications of this cyberweapons bazaar for U.S. security. He explained that the black market for Oday exploits and malware tools, combined with the proliferation of programs that scan for vulnerabilities in industrial control systems, are “what worries us the most,” because they so dramatically expand the array of adversaries who can acquire cyberweapons and attack America.5

The Senate Armed Services Committee deserves great credit for raising the visibility of this proliferating threat and for calling for measures to address it. As of this writing, section 946 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 recommends that the President “establish an interagency process to provide for the establishment of an integrated policy to control the proliferation of cyber weapons through unilateral and cooperative export controls, law enforcement activities, financial means, diplomatic engagement, and such other means as the President considers appropriate.”6

Yet it remains wholly unclear how such controls should be structured. At one end of the policy debate, skeptics argue that any effort to curtail the market for weaponized Oday exploits is doomed to fail because these transactions are intangible and extraordinarily difficult to regulate.7 Regulations may simply drive sellers onto the underground market. They contend that rather than promulgating futile regulations, the international community should learn to “coexist” with this market.8 This perspective overlooks the severity of the weaponized Oday exploit threat and the imperative to develop innovative measures to curb it.

At the other end of the spectrum, a growing number of cybersecurity experts contend that the companies that write computer software should be held liable

8. See Ball, supra note 7.
for damages caused by exploits since defects in their software created the opportunities for those exploits in the first place. However, substantial legal uncertainties surround efforts to establish this liability regime. Imposing liability on the software industry could also risk unintended economic damage, such as stifling vital innovation and growth of U.S. software companies.

Instead, we recommend three measures to mitigate the threat posed by Øday exploits to national security. We focus on what we perceive to be the greatest danger—that of “weaponized” Øday exploits capable of disrupting control systems for the electric grid and other critical infrastructure sectors. Weaponized Øday exploit attacks against these targets are dangerous because they can physically damage critical infrastructure equipment and disrupt the flow of electricity and other services vital to the economy, public health and safety, and national security. While we are most concerned with Øday exploits that have already been weaponized, our proposals also address sales of exploits that are capable of being weaponized.

First, we propose creating additional incentives for industry to eliminate defects in critical infrastructure industrial control systems and applications layer software. The Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies Act of 2002 (Safety Act) provides an especially promising means to strengthen these incentives. The Safety Act grants providers of anti-terrorism technologies significant third-party liability protections for claims arising out of, relating to, or resulting from an act of terrorism, if the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) first determines that the technology satisfies key security criteria. Although the


Safety Act currently includes “software development services” as one of the product categories available for liability protections,\(^1\) the statute must be expanded to cover critical infrastructure industrial control systems (ICS) and applications layer software. We recommend that legislators collaborate with DHS and software companies to adapt current certification criteria and extend Safety Act coverage into this realm. Implementing this proposal would secure critical infrastructure from both weaponized Oday-exploit attacks and other types of malware.

In order to increase the costs associated with selling dangerous Oday exploits to U.S. adversaries, we also recommend that the international community establish uniform export controls for these sales. Through the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, nations should develop criteria for which Oday-exploit sales should be authorized and which should be denied, focusing on the end-use and end-destination of such transactions. While sales of Oday exploits to rogue nations, terrorist organizations, and other entities that target critical infrastructure industrial control systems and their components must be outlawed, sales to software vendors aiming to rectify vulnerabilities should be granted export license exceptions. This multilateral effort would constitute an important first step in establishing international norms on legitimate Oday-exploit purchases.

Finally, it is vital that the United States augment its ability to rigorously prosecute those who sell Oday exploits that target critical infrastructure to U.S. adversaries. If researchers faced a significant risk of prosecution for such sales rather than continuing to enjoy de facto immunity, many would be deterred from conducting these transactions. The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act should be amended to impose an affirmative duty on sellers to conduct due diligence before selling Oday exploits that target U.S. critical infrastructure ICS and their applications layer software.\(^2\) Through this amendment, the United States would be able to prosecute researchers located both domestically and abroad who recklessly sell dangerous exploits to those who harm us.

Part I describes the mechanics of Oday exploits and some important terminology for understanding this threat. Part II provides an overview of the current financial incentives and structure of the global Oday-exploit market and some of the prominent computer firms involved in these transactions. Part III sets forth our three recommendations for addressing this market. Part IV identifies critical policy issues that remain unresolved—most notably, the tradeoffs between curbing the Oday-exploit market and the potential benefits for U.S. agencies to be able to access the unimpeded market that exists today.


\(2\) Further analysis will be needed to determine the precise definition and scope of “targeting” under this amended statute.
I. Terminology and the Mechanics of Øday Exploits

Before determining how to regulate and curb the weaponized Øday-exploit market, it is useful to understand the processes of developing and patching Øday exploits, and to know which Øday exploits are most dangerous. This Part therefore provides a broad overview of these mechanics, as well as key terminology.

A "Øday vulnerability" is a weakness in software that is unknown to the software manufacturer. Since code is highly complex and varies significantly among software, each Øday vulnerability is unique. However, since many computer systems deploy the same software, finding a Øday vulnerability in one software program would empower a hacker to penetrate multiple computer systems.

The ethical response to discovering a Øday vulnerability is to report the flaw to the software manufacturer. This is called "responsible disclosure." Once the software vendor learns of the flaw, the company will issue a security patch, which rectifies the vulnerability to prevent future exploitation. Accordingly, the "lifetime" of a Øday vulnerability generally includes (1) the vendor learning of the flaw, (2) the vendor disclosing the nature of the flaw to the public, (3) the vendor releasing a security patch and (4) the patch being downloaded and installed on vulnerable systems.

If the Øday vulnerability is especially dangerous, software vendors may patch it before disclosing details of the danger to the public, preventing potential attackers from learning about and exploiting the vulnerability.

As an alternative to engaging in "responsible disclosure," a researcher could instead "exploit" or weaponize the Øday vulnerability, and then sell it to third parties. Some Øday-exploit sales only enable the buyer to gain unauthorized
access to a computer system and become its “administrator.” Other Øday exploits are “weaponized,” or mated with a launch pad, like a botnet, to cause the computer system to malfunction.21

Transforming the vulnerability into a weaponized exploit may require significant investments of time, money, and resources. Experts estimate that the time required for the discovery, design, and weaponization can often exceed five hundred days, depending on the sophistication of the weaponized exploit.22 Furthermore, after researchers turn a Øday vulnerability into a weaponized exploit, they often spend ample time testing the exploit to ensure that it will penetrate or attack its target covertly.23

Øday exploits are dual-use.24 They can be deployed by good-willed researchers to test computer systems for vulnerabilities and therefore safeguard systems against attacks.25 However, they can also be deployed to gather sensitive commercial or intelligence information, incapacitate computer systems, or inflict widespread physical damage. For example, a weaponized Øday exploit targeting the air-traffic control system could send false signals to planes in the air, causing them to crash or collide.26 Department of Transportation audits have confirmed that the U.S. air-traffic control system remains highly vulnerable to cyberattacks.27 An attack on the electric grid could leave entire regions of the country in the dark for weeks, incapacitating the economy and resulting in numerous casualties.28


23. Id.


25. Id.


As the threats to the air-traffic control system and electric grid make clear, the most potent and dangerous Oday-exploit attacks are those that target the nation’s “critical infrastructure” sectors. The 2013 Presidential Policy Directive on Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience defines critical infrastructure as “systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters." The air-traffic control system and other transportation systems are considered critical infrastructure, along with the chemical, communications, emergency services, financial, water, power, and nuclear reactor sectors.

A high percentage of America’s critical infrastructure is owned and operated by private civilian companies. These companies generally operate and monitor critical infrastructure by relying on industrial control systems (ICS), including Supervisory Control and Data Analysis (SCADA) systems, distributed-control systems, and programmable-logic controllers. These systems enable companies to open and shut water pump valves, react to pressure, and change volume levels automatically and remotely. As technology has evolved, companies have sought to improve operational efficiency by designing ICS systems that are Internet compatible. Internet connectivity has rendered these systems and their applications layer much more susceptible to Oday-exploit attacks since perpetrators can access and penetrate them more easily. Today’s Oday-exploit attacks are especially targeted at the vulnerable applications layer.

---

35. Cyber Threats, supra note 34.
In spite of this increased threat, private companies have failed to adequately invest in cyber measures to secure critical infrastructure from attack. The government has also failed to provide sufficient support to private companies to safeguard the nation’s critical infrastructure. According to the Department of Homeland Security’s recent Inspector General Report, the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) is “understaffed” and lacks the legal authority to require private companies to implement stronger protections against cyber intrusions.37

II. THE MARKET FOR ØDAY EXPLOITS

The market for Øday exploits has “exploded” in recent years due to the rise of cybercrime and nations’ increased recourse to offensive cyber operations and cyber espionage.38 In the past, computer researchers voluntarily reported vulnerabilities in software that they discovered to software vendors. Vendors therefore lacked the incentive to pay researchers for their discoveries and instead publicly acknowledged them when issuing security patches or organized events honoring them for their work.39 Today, while public recognition or benevolence may persuade some researchers to report their findings to software vendors, many are instead motivated by the substantial profits available by selling their discoveries to governments and other customers with “deeper pockets.”40

The Øday-exploit market currently consists of three categories: the white market, in which so-called “white-hat” vulnerability researchers sell Ødays to software vendors or other companies that help the developers rectify security flaws; the black market, where researchers sell Øday exploits, often in weaponized form, to criminal organizations; and the intermediate “gray market,” where researchers sell Øday exploits, also frequently in weaponized form, to government agencies and other buyers seeking to deploy them for offensive purposes.41

39. SUTTON & NAGEL, supra note 17, at 12-17.
40. Greenberg, supra note 38.
In response to the compensation offered to vulnerability researchers by other buyers, software companies were induced to begin paying researchers for their discoveries in the white market—either through direct payments or exploit competitions. For example, the Zero Day Initiative is a program designed to reward security researchers for "responsible disclosure" of flaws to software vendors. Recently, Facebook and Microsoft collaborated to create "HackerOne," a bug bounty initiative that offers researchers $300 to $5,000 for a given vulnerability.

Yet most software vendors still provide inadequate compensation to compete with buyers in the gray and black markets. For example, a researcher or firm could sell a newly discovered exploit to a software company in the white market for approximately $300 to $5,000, or it could earn "10 or even 100 times" that amount by selling the exploit to a government agency or criminal organization. White-hat researchers are therefore motivated not only by financial compensation but also by morals.

In stark contrast to the white market, there is an anarchic black market for Oday exploits where vulnerability researchers often sell exploits to criminal hackers, terrorist organizations, and rogue nations. Vulnerability researchers have described this market as a "Wild West, where legality is rarely of paramount importance." The transactions occur in "invite-only" chat rooms, in which researchers sell weaponized exploit toolkits to the highest-paying buyer. According to Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Cyber Policy Eric Rosenbach, the black market is facilitated by recently developed Google-like search engines, which enable users to locate computer systems connected to the Internet and find software weaknesses. Many of the websites used for these transactions,

42. Id.
44. Stephanie Mlot, Facebook, Microsoft Launch Internet Bug Bounty Program, PC MAG. (Nov. 7, 2013, 3:20 PM), http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2426877,00.asp?mailingID=64A8C50555E08B59E62B55C437F5E32.
46. See SUTTON & NAGEL, supra note 17, at 12; Greenberg, supra note 38; Mlot, supra note 44.
47. See Lemos, supra note 41.
50. Reed, supra note 5.
such as the “Silk Road” website recently shut down by the FBI, are located on the underground “Deep Web” and concealed from traditional search engines.\footnote{Ryan W. Neal, What You Need to Know About the Silk Road Black Market, DAILYFINANCE (Oct. 3, 2013, 11:40 AM), http://www.dailyfinance.com/2013/10/03/silk-road-black-market-deep-web-site-what-to-know.}

In between the white and anarchic black markets for Øday exploits, there is an unregulated, burgeoning gray market, where bona fide companies sell Øday exploits to government agencies and other unreported customers.\footnote{See Gallagher, supra note 24.} Many of these companies serve as brokers—they purchase Øday exploits from outside researchers and then resell them to customers at higher prices.\footnote{Aarti Shahani, Hacking and the Value of a Zero Day, MARKETPLACE TECH (Oct. 7, 2013), http://www.marketplace.org/topics/tech/hacking-and-value-zero-day#story-content.} Other gray market firms develop and weaponize Øday exploits “exclusively from in-house research efforts.”\footnote{Vupen Exclusive & Sophisticated Exploits for Offensive Security, VUPEN SECURITY, http://www.vupen.com/english/services/lea-index.php (last visited Oct. 10, 2013).}

The largest customers include the U.S. government and other nations’ government agencies, which are often willing to expend $250,000 for a single Øday exploit.\footnote{Greenberg, supra note 38; see Zero-Day Market, supra note 38.} The \emph{Washington Post} reported that the U.S. National Security Agency spent $25 million on exploit purchases in 2013 alone.\footnote{Brian Fung, The NSA Hacks Other Countries by Buying Millions of Dollars’ Worth of Computer Vulnerabilities, WASH. POST, Aug. 31, 2013, http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2013/08/31/the-nsa-hacks-other-countries-by-buying-millions-of-dollars-worth-of-computer-vulnerabilities.} U.S. law enforcement agencies frequently purchase Øday exploits to disrupt criminal operations and “sneak spy software onto suspects’ computers or mobile phones.”\footnote{Nick Farrell, Zero-Day Black Market Bolstered by ‘Malware Industrial Complex,’ TECHYE.NET (Feb. 14, 2013, 11:06 AM), http://news.techeye.net/security/zero-day-black-market-bolstered-by-malware-industrial-complex; see Shahani, supra note 53.} Other prominent buyers allegedly include the governments of Brazil, Britain, India, Israel, Malaysia, North Korea, Russia, and Singapore.\footnote{Perlroth & Sanger, supra note 4.} Governments and other clientele that purchase vulnerability information in the gray market often seek to exploit the information for offensive operations or espionage missions. Therefore, although it would be in civilian computer users’ best interest to disclose the vulnerability to software vendors so that they could issue patches, intelligence agencies
withhold the information from the public. Such policies have unleashed widespread criticism, with many condemning Øday-exploit sales as “security for the 1%.”

However, the more grave concern is that in the absence of market regulation, bona fide companies are legally selling weaponized Øday exploits to rogue governments and other entities seeking to harm the United States and its allies. For example, the Malta-based company ReVuln advertises that it discovers and sells weaponized Øday exploits that allow attackers to “remotely execute arbitrary code, download arbitrary files, execute arbitrary commands, open remote shells or hijack sessions on systems running the vulnerable SCADA software.” The company, whose motto declares “invincibility lies in the defense[,] the possibility of victory in the attack,” operates legally and is registered at the Malta Registry of Companies. ReVuln sells to “world-wide” customers and the company’s co-founder, Donato Ferrante, openly acknowledges, “I don’t see bad guys or good guys . . . [i]t’s just business.” He contends that his firm cannot be held accountable for cyberattacks because it merely sells information and “the way the information is used is up to the customer; it’s not up to us.” The company purportedly sells Øday exploits that target ICS software used by General Electric, Schneider Electric, Siemens, and many major U.S. critical infrastructure sectors. On its website, the company boasts that one of its senior researchers has discovered the greatest number of security vulnerabilities in SCADA software.

Another high-profile company operating in the gray market is the French-based Vupen. Although Vupen at least restricts its sales to NATO nations or allies that are not subject to United States, European Union, or United Nations sanctions, this screening policy is still far too lenient to safeguard critical U.S. infrastructure from attack. Under its policy, nations such as Russia, Kazakhstan, and


60. Id.


62. Constantin, supra note 4.


65. Id.

66. Constantin, supra note 4.

67. ReVULN, supra note 63.

Bahrain can purchase weaponized Øday exploits, even though the Russian government is a leading sponsor and perpetrator of cyberattacks against other nations. Even though Vupen's screening protocols officially preclude direct sales to countries like Iran or North Korea, Vupen’s customers could foreseeably resell weaponized Øday exploits to rogue nations seeking to harm America. Critics have therefore condemned the company for being the “modern-day merchants of death” and selling “the bullets for cyberwar.”

III. Addressing the Øday-Exploit Market

To help guide U.S. policymakers as they consider how to address the threat of weaponized Øday exploits to critical infrastructure, we propose a three-pronged strategy. First, the United States should address the threat’s root cause by incentivizing developers of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software to enhance their products’ security. To ensure that efforts to augment software security do not inadvertently stifle innovation, Congress should amend the Safety Act to extend coverage for developers of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software. Second, the international community should develop criteria for “illegitimate” Øday-exploit sales and establish uniform export controls through the Wassenaar Arrangement. Finally, the United States should strengthen its capacity to prosecute individuals who sell Øday exploits targeting critical infrastructure to U.S. adversaries.

A. Leveraging the Safety Act to Incentivize Software Security and Innovation

A robust solution to the cyber threat must entail improving the security of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software. Investing in stronger security would undermine researchers’ ability to discover and weaponize Ødays to inflict widespread destruction.

Some security experts and scholars argue that, in order to strengthen incentives for software companies to invest in this fashion, software companies should be held liable when their products are compromised. Proponents of this ap-
proach reason that although software insecurity is the “root cause” of all cyberattacks, software companies currently evade all liability by including standard exculpatory clauses in their contracts with consumers. Most other industries that manufacture potentially dangerous products, including the car and toy manufacturing industries, are frequently held liable when defects in their products inflict harm. If developers of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software also feared confronting a multi-billion dollar lawsuit following a cyberattack, they might be compelled to invest in stronger security.

However, it is uncertain whether extending liability to such companies is feasible, much less desirable. Companies may not fear liability because they may frequently succeed at undermining plaintiffs’ prima facie case that their products “caused” the damage resulting from cyberattacks. A cyberattack against critical infrastructure involves a number of diverse and potentially culpable parties, including the attacker, the developers of the weaponized Øday exploit, the hardware designer, the software developer, the vendors, and the maintainers of critical infrastructure. Developers of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software could therefore contend, for example, that a cyberattack succeeded not because their software was defective, but rather because of the maintainer’s negligence.

In addition to these challenges, our particular concern is that initiatives to enhance software security must not stifle innovation. If writing software exposed programmers to liability, they would be reluctant to risk developing newer, and potentially better, products. Developing new software would be especially risky

---


75. See Banisar, supra note 74.


78. TYLER MOORE, PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP ON DETERRING CYBERATTACK: INFORMING STRATEGIES AND DEVELOPING OPTIONS FOR U.S. POLICY 10 (2010).
because, due to software’s complexity, “vulnerabilities are inherently embedded in software architecture.”

To incentivize industry without risking adverse effects on software innovation, we propose that developers of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software should have the opportunity to receive liability protections under an amended version of the Safety Act. Congress enacted the Safety Act following September 11th to ensure that liability concerns would not deter companies from developing technologies that mitigate the consequences of terrorism. In exchange for demonstrating that their “anti-terrorism” products are highly safe and effective, companies may receive significant liability protections. Protection varies depending on whether products receive “designation” or “certification” as Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology (QATT). For example, QATT “designation” provides companies with a liability cap in the event of a terrorist event, assurance of exclusive action in federal court, and protection from punitive damages and joint and severable liability. Applicants must purchase liability insurance in the amount of the liability cap determined by DHS. If companies satisfy a higher safety threshold and receive “certification” as QATT, DHS immunizes them from all liability in terrorist-related claims.

A few law firms and policymakers have recently recommended leveraging the Safety Act to incentivize companies to strengthen their cybersecurity. However, they have failed to consider the importance of extending Safety Act coverage to developers of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software. Under current law, only “anti-terrorism” technologies—defined as technologies “designed, developed, modified, or procured for the specific purpose of preventing, detecting, identifying, or deterring acts of terrorism”—are eligible for liability protections. Since the primary purpose of critical infrastructure ICS and applications layer software is to operate and monitor critical infrastructure equipment, such software would not qualify for coverage. Given that this software’s

81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
86. Frequently Asked Questions, supra note 12.
security is just as vital to the nation’s ability to defend against cyberterrorism, its
developers should also be able to utilize the statute’s safety incentives. To achieve
this goal, one approach would be for DHS to collaborate with the software indus-
try and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to develop
“safety” benchmarks for determining whether applicants’ software warrants pro-
tection.87

In addition to receiving liability protections, developers of critical infrastruc-
ture ICS and applications layer software that invest in security and receive Safety
Act approval will also benefit from strengthened brand image. They will be able
to place a DHS-approved Safety Act seal on their software, informing customers
that DHS conducted a comprehensive review and determined that their software
is “effective, reliable, and safe.”88 The seal will be a substantial “market differenti-
tiator” because it will guarantee that the software company is the only “entity that
may be sued for damages to third parties.”89 Critical infrastructure owners who
purchase the software will be immune from liability.90 With such marketing ben-
efits, many software companies would be enticed to invest in security and apply
for Safety Act coverage. Incentivizing investments in security would help mitigate
the threats posed by both weaponized Øday exploits and other types of malware
to critical infrastructure.

Although inducing software companies to invest in stronger safety would re-
duce defects and make it harder to discover and weaponize Øday exploits, latent
vulnerabilities would inevitably remain. Therefore, efforts to expand the Safety
Act to promote security must be accompanied by robust efforts at the interna-
tional and domestic levels to regulate Øday-exploit sales targeting critical infra-
structure. We turn next to demonstrating how multilateral export controls
adopted through the Wassenaar Arrangement, and subsequently implemented at
the domestic level, could raise the costs of selling dangerous Øday exploits while
permitting white-hat researchers to continue to operate.

87. In Executive Order 13636, President Obama assigned NIST to collaborate with key
stakeholders to develop a voluntary framework for addressing cybersecurity threats
to critical infrastructure. NIST has convened multiple workshops to achieve this
objective and released a Preliminary Cybersecurity Framework, which can help
guide the development of Safety Act benchmarks. See Cybersecurity Framework,

.com/DHS-SAFETY-Act.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2013); Safety Act, HUNTON &

89. Dismas Locaria, SAFETY Act: A Cybersecurity Win-Win For Gov’t, Industry, LAW360
cybersecurity-win-win-for-govt-industry; see Frequently Asked Questions, supra
note 12.

90. Id.
B. Implementing Domestic and International Export Controls of Oday Sales through the Wassenaar Arrangement

Instituting export controls for Oday-exploit sales—and thus requiring certain gray market sellers of dangerous exploits to obtain licenses from the Department of Commerce—would provide another hurdle to selling dangerous exploits to those seeking to target the United States. As of this writing, section 946 of the proposed National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 (NDAA) envisions establishing such export controls to curb the proliferation of cyberweaponry.91

Yet before export controls are established, there must be criteria for determining which sales should be authorized and which should be denied. This is crucial because given the dual-use nature of Oday exploits, not all sales should be prevented. Sales by white-hat researchers for purely “defensive purposes” should not be subject to the same stringent controls as those designed to incapacitate critical infrastructure systems. Indeed, the Senate Armed Services Committee acknowledges in its accompanying report to the NDAA that there is a need to develop “definitions and categories for controlled cyber technologies” that can guide export controls.92

While the proposed NDAA requires establishing an interagency process to identify which types of cyberweapons sales should be controlled either “unilaterally or cooperatively with other countries,” we believe that developing this list multilaterally is the only viable option.93 The “Wild West” market for Oday exploits transcends national boundaries. A unilateral American effort to develop a list of “acceptable” and “unacceptable” transactions would provoke backlash and fail to secure much-needed international support.

We therefore recommend that the United States collaborate with the international community to develop export control criteria through the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies.94 Established in 1996, the Wassenaar Arrangement is a multilateral export control regime that aims to “contribute to regional and international security and stability, by promoting transparency and greater responsibility in transfers of conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies, thus

92. Id.
93. Id.
preventing destabilizing accumulations." The arrangement, which currently includes forty-one member nations, strives to achieve this objective by establishing uniform "control lists" of dual-use technologies, sharing information on dual-use transfers, and consulting with members on national export policies and denials of export license applications. Members compile the control lists collectively and are encouraged to implement corresponding controls through domestic export licenses.

A key benefit of utilizing the Wassenaar Arrangement to curb dangerous Oday exploit sales is that nations would be able to address this rapidly proliferating market much more quickly than if they had to enter into a new cyberspace arrangement. Entering into a new cyberspace agreement would involve significant political and organizational hurdles and may take years to operationalize. With the Wassenaar Arrangement, the infrastructure, procedures, and guidelines are already in place to create uniform export controls on dangerous Oday exploits.

Furthermore, the Wassenaar Arrangement already provides for controls of "intangible technology," which members have agreed are "critical to the credibility and effectiveness of [a Participating State's] domestic export control regime." The Arrangement defines "intangible technology" as "specific information necessary for the 'development,' 'production' or 'use' of a product," including "technical data or technical assistance." Selling technical knowledge on how to exploit vulnerabilities in computer software aptly falls under this definition.


101. Id.

102. Odays are often comprised of changeable code that is uninstantiated, meaning that it contains "data whose storage type and values are unknown." See What Is Instantiation?, IBM, http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/spssmod1/v15rmo/index.jsp
As Wassenaar members develop criteria for export controls of Ødays, we strongly recommend that they focus on the exploit’s end-use, end-purchaser, and country of destination. Although sales of dangerous exploits to terrorist organizations, rogue states, and other entities seeking to target critical infrastructure must be denied, controls must not impede legitimate white-hat researchers from selling exploits to software vendors.

The United States should implement the Wassenaar Arrangement’s recommended exploit controls through its Commerce Control List (CCL). Since Øday exploits would constitute “controlled items” and receive an Export Classification Number, sellers would need to apply for licenses with the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS). To ensure that this licensing regime does not impose excessive regulatory burdens on white-hat researchers, BIS should create and make available a license exception to those who export exploits to software vendors and other categories of pre-authorized entities in approved countries of destination. Sellers with license exceptions would still be responsible for conducting due diligence and screening end-users. If they failed to do so, they would be subject to substantial administrative or criminal penalties. Nevertheless, an export exception would enable them to sell their discoveries to vendors quickly, thereby minimally impacting their business operations and facilitating timely security patches.

In addition to enumerating specific categories of Øday exploits on the Wassenaar Arrangement’s and CCL’s controlled items lists, member nations could

\[\text{?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.spss.modeler.help%2Ftypenode_instantiation.htm (last visited Oct. 19, 2013). They are difficult to characterize, particularly when mated with launch pads. Since the Wassenaar Arrangement defines intangible technology in terms of technical data that is instantiated and can be verified, further analysis will be needed to determine how to apply its controls to Ødays. However, the fact that the Arrangement already governs certain code and encryption software indicates that such application is feasible. See Mark T. Pasko, Re-Defining National Security in the Technology Age: The Encryption Export Debate, 26 J. LEGIS. 337, 341-42 (2000).}


\[\text{“Pre-authorized entities” may include certain governments. For further analysis, see infra Part IV. For a detailed analysis of how export control exceptions may reduce regulatory barriers in other contexts, see Joseph A. Schoorl, Clicking the “Export” Button: Cloud Data Storage and U.S. Dual-Use Export Controls, 80 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 632, 642-52 (2012). See also 15 C.F.R. § 740 (2013).}

\[\text{Telephone Interview with Robert Shaw, Exp. Instructor, Monterey Inst. of Int’l Studies (Oct. 7, 2013).}
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also curb dangerous sales through export “catch-all” provisions.\textsuperscript{107} These provisions are defined as controls that “provide a legal and/or regulatory basis to require government permission to export unlisted items when there is reason to believe such items are intended for a WMD/Missile end-use or end-user.”\textsuperscript{108} Due to the rapidly evolving nature of technologies and discoveries of new vulnerabilities, the international community may be unable to immediately incorporate newly discovered Odays into their control lists. A catch-all provision for dangerous cyberweaponry sales would therefore provide a critical safety net in the Oday-exploit context.\textsuperscript{109}

Some might counter that it is impractical to control “intangible” data transfers like Oday exploits. However, the government has successfully limited exports of dangerous technical data for years under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and International Traffic in Arms Regulations.\textsuperscript{110} It is indisputable that it has the statutory authority to regulate information that can be deployed in the “development,” “production,” or “use” of prohibited defense materials.\textsuperscript{111} For

\textsuperscript{107} Catch-all provisions are similar to export license exceptions. If the exporter possesses “knowledge or reason-to-know that an otherwise uncontrolled item will support a proscribed end-use, then the exporter must apply for an export license, regardless of the technical characteristics of the item.”\textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{111} 15 C.F.R. § 772.1 (2012). “Technical data” subject to export controls may take “a tangible form, such as a model, prototype, blueprint, or an operating manual” or an “intangible form such as technical services.”\textit{Id.} The Arms Export Control Act provides the President with the power, “in furtherance of world peace and the security and foreign policy of the United States . . . to control the import and the export of defense articles” and related services, including dangerous technical data. \textit{See} 22 U.S.C.A. § 2778 (a) (1) (West 2012); United States v. Edler Indus., Inc., 579
example, pursuant to these statutes, the government prevents individuals and universities from training or sharing information with foreigners on how to develop a nuclear weapon, missiles, and other dangerous technologies. The "intangible" electronic or digital transmission of "blueprints, diagrams, manuals, instructions, [and] software" related to controlled items is also forbidden. BIS would be able to deploy the same procedures to control information transfers regarding exploiting vulnerabilities in our nation’s computer systems.

We concede that using the Wassenaar Arrangement to develop uniform export controls for cyberweaponry is far from a panacea. The Wassenaar Arrangement is voluntary and lacks strong compliance monitoring and enforcement measures. Even if the United States changed its CCL to correspond with the Wassenaar Arrangement’s controlled items list for cyberweapons, other participating nations may not follow suit. Even if they did, they may lack the capability to enforce export laws on Øday-exploit sales. Although the United States and other nations routinely enforce export controls of other dangerous data, given the intangible nature of such transactions, enforcement is often very challenging. Since the market is largely anonymous and geographically independent, export controls may simply drive many sellers underground.

A significant limitation of this proposal is that some major purchasers of cyberweaponry and perpetrators of cyberattacks, including China, are not members of the Wassenaar Arrangement. Given that China is rapidly becoming one of the most powerful players on the world stage and is a "prolific" sponsor of cyber espionage, it would be vital to engage China in this initiative. Fortunately, China has made progress in adhering to the international norms and standards of other nonproliferation regimes, including the Nuclear Suppliers Group. Furthermore, since 2004, the Wassenaar Arrangement has held five rounds of dialogue with China on export controls for dual-use technologies. Wassenaar
members must continue to build on these outreach efforts and invite China to participate in their dialogue on permissible sales of Ødays.  

These shortcomings do not undermine the case for extending the Wassenaar Arrangement to Øday-exploit sales. This multilateral effort would help foster international norms on illegitimate Øday purchases and build international consensus on states’ responsibility to halt dangerous sales from within their borders. Most importantly, multilateral export controls would increase the costs associated with selling dangerous exploits to those seeking to target critical infrastructure. Many of the leading gray market firms that sell Øday exploits targeting critical infrastructure ICS are located in Wassenaar member nations, including the United States, Malta, and France. These firms would now have to apply for licenses to sell dangerous exploits, move their operations elsewhere, or risk significant criminal penalties for contravening export controls and operating on the black market. For example, intentional violation of the EAR would result in criminal penalties of up to $1 million and prison sentences of up to twenty years. Such high penalties would likely deter many researchers from engaging in illicit transactions. Therefore, as part of a broader effort to stem debilitating Øday-exploit sales, creating uniform export controls through the Wassenaar Arrangement would constitute a critical step forward in safeguarding nations from cyberattacks.

C. Building a Stronger Prosecutorial Framework to Bring Sellers of Dangerous Øday Exploits to Justice

Extending the Wassenaar Arrangement to govern dangerous Øday-exploit sales would be ineffective if researchers could evade punishment when they conducted illicit transactions. Failed prosecutorial efforts would undermine domestic and international export controls, enticing more researchers to enter into this lucrative line of business. Therefore, building stronger capacity to prosecute sellers of these exploits both domestically and abroad is pivotal. Once the United States incorporates the Wassenaar Arrangement’s recommended export controls into its Commerce Control List, it will be able to prosecute violators under the EAR.

However, to effectively curb sales of Øday exploits, America’s prosecutorial capacity must extend further. A large number of dangerous Øday-exploit sales

---


119. Prominent U.S. firms operating in this market include Netragard, Exodus Intelligence, and Endgame. See Perlroth & Sanger, *supra* note 4.
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originates abroad and are therefore beyond the reach of American export laws.\textsuperscript{121} Furthermore, although the EAR forbids providing dangerous technical data to foreigners within the United States through its "deemed exports" provision, it does not prohibit sharing this information with U.S. persons located inside the country.\textsuperscript{122} U.S. persons, however, may also target the United States with weaponized Oday exploits. The United States must therefore have the capacity to prosecute researchers located abroad who sell exploits to U.S. adversaries, as well as those at home who sell exploits to ill-intentioned Americans.

In order to provide the legal basis for these prosecutions, Congress should amend the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) to govern dangerous Oday-exploit transactions.\textsuperscript{123} The CFAA, which has explicit extraterritorial reach, is the United States' most significant federal computer-crime statute. It prohibits intentional hacking of a government computer,\textsuperscript{124} damaging a government computer, bank computer, or other computer affecting interstate or foreign commerce,\textsuperscript{125} and accessing a computer to commit espionage.\textsuperscript{126} Since courts have construed "protected computers" liberally to include any computer connected to the Internet, the CFAA prohibits individuals located domestically or abroad from knowingly or recklessly damaging the vast majority of computers within the United States.\textsuperscript{127}

Currently, researchers within and outside the United States who sell Oday exploits targeting U.S. critical infrastructure to America's adversaries avoid prosecution under the CFAA. This is because they can contend that they lack the requisite intent to gain unauthorized access to U.S. computer systems.\textsuperscript{128} In their own words, they are merely selling instructions for penetrating computer systems

\textsuperscript{121} For a comprehensive description of the scope of coverage of the EAR, see Christopher F. Corr, The Wall Still Stands! Complying with Export Controls on Technology Transfers in the Post-Cold War, Post-9/11 Era, 25 Hous. J. INT'L L. 441, 471 (2003).


\textsuperscript{125} Id. & 1030(a)(5).

\textsuperscript{126} Id. & 1030(a)(1).


\textsuperscript{128} Gjelten, supra note 64. For an overview of the statute and of the courts' interpretations of the required elements of a CFAA claim, see Deborah F. Buckman, Validity, Construction, and Application of Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (18 U.S.C.A. § 1030), 174 A.L.R. FED. 101 (2001).
to third parties and the "way the information is used is up to the customer." To rectify this loophole, the CFAA should be amended to impose an affirmative duty on the seller to conduct due diligence when selling Òday exploits that can be deployed to gain unauthorized access to critical infrastructure industrial control systems and their components. Sellers of dangerous exploits should be required to demonstrate that they "reasonably investigated" the purchaser’s background and had "reasonable grounds to believe" that the purchaser would not deploy the exploit to attack such industrial control systems. Courts must determine what constitutes a "reasonable investigation" and "reasonable grounds to believe" in this context. A similar affirmative duty to investigate buyers is placed on sellers in other weaponry contexts, such as with handgun purchases from licensed firearm dealers. Tavern owners also have a duty under various statutes and common law to assess whether customers are intoxicated before serving liquor. Sellers of Òday exploits that target America’s industrial control systems must be subject to similarly stringent standards.

Although some might be concerned that this amendment would contribute to what they perceive as the CFAA’s already “dangerously broad criminalization of online activity” and abuse of prosecutorial discretion, our proposed amendment is narrowly circumscribed so that only sellers of the most dangerous exploits that target critical infrastructure would be required to perform due diligence. Because weaponized Òday exploits that target critical infrastructure ICS may inflict damage surpassing that of a large-scale natural disaster, an affirmative duty to investigate the buyer’s background is reasonable and imperative.

Moreover, due to the absence of stable intermediaries in the marketplace for Òday exploits, holding individual sellers accountable is the only viable pathway to curtailing and deterring these sales. Some scholars have proposed a “gatekeeper liability” scheme for other illicit conduct online such as sales of counterfeit products. In those contexts, there are visible and central intermediaries like eBay that profit from such behavior and are ideally situated to monitor and halt illicit

129. Gjelten, supra note 64.
130. For similar statutory language requiring an affirmative duty to conduct due diligence, see 15 U.S.C. § 77k (2012).
133. Gonsalves, supra note 28.
behavior on their sites.\textsuperscript{134} Holding them liable would constitute an effective enforcement strategy.\textsuperscript{135} The marketplace for \Oday exploits, however, is widely dispersed, often underground, and lacks visible intermediaries. Since firms like Vupen sell their dangerous exploits directly to buyers, they must be held accountable for failing to implement robust screening measures.\textsuperscript{136}

The amended CFAA should empower the United States to prosecute domestic firms that sell \Oday exploits to U.S. persons who deploy them to attack critical infrastructure. Given its explicit extraterritorial reach, the amended statute should also enable prosecutions of vulnerability research firms located in the gray market abroad, such as the European-headquartered Vupen and ReVuln. The United States would be able to justify extraterritorial extension of the CFAA under international law through the protective principle of prescriptive jurisdiction. The protective principle authorizes a nation to exercise jurisdiction over conduct outside its boundaries that directly threatens its security or critical government functions. Vulnerability researchers operating abroad who sell \Oday exploits targeting U.S. critical infrastructure to American adversaries sufficiently threaten U.S. security to warrant protective-based jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{137}

In some cases, the United States should be able to extradite researchers abroad who have violated the CFAA. This is because the foremost gray market sellers of \Oday vulnerabilities are located in European Union countries that have extradition treaties with the United States. U.S. indictments could also provide a much-needed deterrent to vulnerability researchers located in countries that do not have extradition treaties with the United States. By indicting these researchers under the CFAA, the United States would prevent them from traveling and conducting business in other countries out of fear of being apprehended by a foreign government and extradited to the United States.\textsuperscript{138}

Although the intangible nature of \Oday transactions and anonymous nature of the market would make detection of prohibited sales on the underground market difficult, U.S. law enforcement agents could overcome this challenge through

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{134} Ronald J. Mann & Seth R. Belzley, The Promise of Internet Intermediary Liability, 47 WM. & MARY L. REV. 239, 275-79 (2005).
\item \textsuperscript{136} For an illustration of how Vupen interacts with prospective customers directly through its website, see Receive More Information, VUPEN SECURITY, http://www.vupen.com/english/sales.php (last visited Oct. 12, 2013).
\item \textsuperscript{137} See Paul Stockton & Michele Golabek-Goldman, Prosecuting Cyberterrorists: Applying Traditional Jurisdictional Frameworks to a Modern Threat, 25 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 10 (forthcoming 2014) (on file with authors).
\end{itemize}
international sting operations.\textsuperscript{139} International sting operations have proven effective at disrupting other forms of intangible cybercrime.\textsuperscript{140} For example, last year, the FBI led an international sting operation that disrupted a multi-million dollar online financial fraud scheme and led to the arrests of twenty-four suspects in thirteen countries and on four continents.\textsuperscript{141}

One major disadvantage of sting operations is that they necessitate significant resources and time.\textsuperscript{142} The sting operation described above took two years to complete.\textsuperscript{143} Nevertheless, even just a few successful and highly publicized operations on the Øday-exploit market would likely compel researchers to think twice before selling their discoveries to prohibited buyers.\textsuperscript{144} During each transaction, they would worry whether the professed buyer was an undercover law-enforcement agent and whether their sale would lead to significant criminal penalties under the EAR or CFAA.\textsuperscript{145} Such a deterrence strategy has worked effectively to combat conventional terrorism and other types of crimes, illustrating that the United States does not always need a "cyber-specific" strategy to mitigate cyber threats such as weaponized Øday exploits. Global sting operations, combined with robust international and domestic export controls, would therefore help combat Øday-exploit sales that threaten international security.

IV. Policy Issues for Further Consideration

Threading through much of our analysis is an underlying policy issue: the tradeoff for U.S. agencies between the benefits of access to an unfettered market for weaponized Øday exploits, versus the benefits of clamping down on that market. Some have suggested that the United States created the cyberweapons market

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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by being the first to pay extraordinarily high prices for Ødays.\textsuperscript{146} They have ac-
cussed the United States of “creat[ing] Frankenstein by feeding the market.”\textsuperscript{147} Others have gone so far as to propose that, rather than regulating the supply side of the market, U.S. government agencies should curb the demand side by reli-
quishing their own purchases of exploits.\textsuperscript{148} If agencies did so, the market would lose some of its most well-paying buyers,\textsuperscript{149} potentially deterring suppliers from scouring software for vulnerabilities.

Before relinquishing such purchases, U.S. policymakers would first need to examine the potential costs of doing so in terms of foregoing potentially valuable information from the exploit market. Some analysts have indicated that if U.S. agencies halted their exploit-purchasing program, they would be deprived of crit-
tical tools for defending U.S. networks against attack.\textsuperscript{150} Law enforcement agencies would likewise forgo valuable technologies for tracking underground crimi-
als.\textsuperscript{151} But do these agencies weigh these benefits against the potentially cata-
strophic risks that the Øday market poses to U.S. security? We have seen no evi-
dence that they do. The time has come for Congress, Executive Branch leaders, the software industry, and scholars to bring this tradeoff analysis into the open and determine whether staying at the extreme end of the policy spectrum—that of de facto support for a dangerous bazaar for Øday-exploits—best serves U.S.

national security.

Conclusion

The United States and the international community are enabling a global Øday-exploit market to flourish, which empowers terrorist organizations and rogue states to purchase cyberweaponry targeting our computer networks. In spite of the dire risk posed by the market, policymakers have failed to provide any concrete solutions for mitigating the threat. They have either capitulated to the market’s forces, arguing that regulation is futile, or proposed tenuous solu-
tions, such as holding software companies liable for all defects in their products.

\textsuperscript{146} Perlroth \& Sanger, \textit{supra} note 4; see Zero-Day Market, \textit{supra} note 38.
\textsuperscript{147} See Perlroth \& Sanger, \textit{supra} note 4.
\textsuperscript{148} For a general discussion of the potential “blowback” stemming from the U.S. govern-
ment’s Øday exploit purchasing policies, see Joseph Menn, \textit{Special Report: U.S. Cyberwar Strategy Stokes Fear of Blowback}, \textit{REUTERS} (May 10, 2013, 9:47 PM), http://in.reuters.com/article/2013/05/10/usa-cyberweapons
-idINDEE9490AX20130510.
\textsuperscript{149} See Zero-Day Market, \textit{supra} note 38.
\textsuperscript{150} See Gallagher, \textit{supra} note 24; Farrell, \textit{supra} note 57.
There is no panacea to this problem. However, pursuing the complementary policies of incentivizing software companies to invest in robust security, developing multilateral and domestic export controls, and strengthening prosecutions of researchers who sell Øday exploits to adversaries would constitute vital first steps in reducing the market’s threat. Even if certain sellers were undeterred from selling exploits to those who seek to harm us, they would be compelled to spend more time avoiding detection and less time unearthing dangerous exploits. Fewer weaponized Øday exploits overall would fall into the hands of U.S. adversaries. In the long term, the United States and other government participants in the market must reexamine whether their unlimited access to this market is making us any safer.